About the Company
RPC M&H Plastics specialises in the production and decoration of high-quality plastic bottles, jars, flexible tubes and closures, for
multiple market sectors including Personal Care, Healthcare, Household, Food, beverage, and Commercial.
RPC M&H Plastics has an extensive range of over 5,000 standard products, and are also able to offer custom moulding of exclusive
designs with a low cost of entry. Virtually everything is conducted in-house, on site - from concept design, through toolmaking to
production, artwork and decoration. UK manufacturing is based in Beccles, Suffolk, where RPC M&H Plastics employs over 750
people on a custom-built 50-acre site, including 20 toolmakers. RPC M&H Plastics in Beccles is the Headquarters for the RPC M&H
Division which consists of 12 sites located in Europe, U.S.A, and Australia, as well as a network of agents worldwide.
Requirements
RPC M&H Plastics were looking for standalone CAM software that enabled them to quickly and easily
modify designs and change between different materials and the speeds and feeds needed for these.
Results from Purchasing NCG CAM






Now have very short manufacturing lead times.
The NCG CAM Toolsheets are accurate and reliable to work with.
The Database Editor makes it very easy to add machine tools or tooling.
Macros are good for repeat parts, or making similar parts that need a few changes; just Click or Edit.
The NCG CAM Customer Support Department provides fantastic support, quickly helping to resolve
any issues with post-processors and networking between their 3 x Hurco CNC milling machines.

“RPC M&H Plastics have been using NCG CAM for many years as is it so easy to learn and use, is cost effective and gives
a great surface finish. We evaluated moving to an alternative CAM product once, but quickly realised how simple NCG
CAM is to use in comparison to others, how quickly part files load and also just how much faster calculation times are.”
Kurt Knights – Toolroom Manager
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